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PREFACE

In the performance of its prime mission, which is to process and archive oceano-

graphic data and provide these data on request to the scientific community, the Data

Center has found it essential that the data be evaluated before being added to the

archive. In the evaluation process, certain analyses of the data are made; these for-

mulate the basis by which the Data Center oceanographers assess the data quality.

Of course, referral to the analyses contained in contemporary and historical research

papers of recognized scientists serve as a basic evaluation reference point. When such

analytical information is assembled, it seems desirable that the Data Center make this

material available in a consolidated package for use by others. This is the first such

document; others will follow at irregular intervals as our processing of station data for

the world oceans proceeds.
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rNTRODUCTIOW.

Betveen the covers of this pul)llcation are assemhled the data
and analyses of all the known temperature and salinity ohserva-
tions made in the Persian Gulf. Charts previously published have
"been reproduced along vith each author's comments on the temperature-
salinity regime and its relationship to other environmental factors
as determined "by the particular set(s) of o'bservations availa"ble
for study at the time

.

An analysis of recent temperature- salinity o"bservations (taken
since 1950 ) has "been prepared and is included; charts for each ob-
servation series are presented for the surface, 10-meter, 20-meter,
and 30-iaeter levels. The position or location of observations are
shown in Section I; the appendixes contain the observational data
upon which the analyses are based. The distribution of bathyther-
mograph data by 1° squares has been charted and included in Section
I (Figure 1-8). Results of a I96I survey (NODC Cruise 31865) were
received and the processing completed just before going to press.
These are included in order that this document might be as complete
as possible; analyses for these data are not presented.

COMMENT.

Schott, in his classical treatment of the Gulf, presents four
seasonal temperature distributions and two (winter and summer) for
salinity conditions. From the information and data contained in
References 5 and 6 and Tables 1 and 2, it appears that the summer
salinity chart is based primarily on data collected in the month
of September and may not be totally indicative of the summer ex-
treme . Salinity data for the winter (February) season appears to
be adequate and representative . Temperature data appears to be
plentiful for August as well as other months. Schott's data
summary shows that the absolute temperature maximum for all lati-
tudes in the Gulf occur in August; all areas except one show the
maximum occuring in the ten-day period between the 11th and 21st.

Apparently, K. 0. Emery was guided by Schott's temperature
analysis in planning his 19^4-8 survey; his survey was undertaken
at the very height of the summer season, all the work being con-
ducted between the 15th and 30th of August (WODC Cruise 3ISOI+) .

Emery's work alone provides the only collection of oceanographic
stations for the summer months; he also has provided probably
the greatest voliime of BT observations covering mid- summer



conditions for the Persian Gulf. Of course, surface samples
(shown on chart) aided Emery in his analyses of surface con-
ditions (Figures IV-1 and IV-2)

.

Blegvad's work was confined to the winter and early-spring
months and was concentrated in the eastern half of the Gulf. Since
his work was done as a supplement to a fishery investigation of the
Persian Gulf funded "by the Iranian Government, it may not have heen
appropriate for him to sample the temperature-salinity conditions
of the entire Gulf area. Apparently, no analysis was ever attempted
hy Blegvad; only a tahle of ohservations is shown in his work (Ref-

erence 1, Tahle k) . K. 0. Emery prepared the analysis shown in
Figure III-l; it is "based on a composite of Schott's and Blegvad's
data.

The study hy Duhach and Wehe (Reference 2) covers a veiy limited
area (Kuwait Harhor) and a short time interval; however, it prohahly
supplies a good indication of mid-winter inshore conditions.

The more recent surveys conducted in the decade 1950-59
ohviously were not intended to provide information to improve the
past understanding of the temperature- salinity characteristics
and their interrelationship with other environmental features for
the entire Gulf area. The 1951-52 (WODC Cruises 3ISO5 and 31^96)
data provides material for appraising the variation In temperature-
salinity features in the northern part of the Gulf along two lines
of observations extending from Iran to the Arahlan Peninsula. The
arrangement of ohservations for March 1950 (WODC Cruise 31382)
leaves something to he desired; the two station lines oriented .

SE-NE show the influence of the outflow of Shatt al Arah. It
would he interesting, indeed, to examine other environmental data
including stream flow rates, rainfall, wind, etc. for the same
period and to relate these to the conditions observed in the Gulf.
The reason for the arrangement of the remaining stations is not
known; it appears most haphazard.

The design of the Fehruary-March I96O survey (KODC Cruise
31658) is systematic and provides a good pattern of data. Both
the surface temperature and surface salinity patterns indicate
a very weak outflow (almost unnoticeahle effect) of Shatt al
Arah; this makes for an interesting comparison with the March
observations of a decade earlier. Again, it is highly probable
that meteorological conditions for the Gulf and its surrounding
area were influential in establishing the recorded temperature-
salinity conditions, (in all post 1950 analyses, dashed and dotted
lines are used for intermediate intervals and/or exrtrapolative
analysis.)

In the early analysis by Schott and Emery, the Isollnes for
both surface temperature and salinity generally parallel the long



axis of the Gulf, a condition -whlcli Is most pronounced in the summer
months. The more recent data, available only for the northern por-
tion of the Gulf, produces a more east-west orientation of isollnesj
this is particularly apparent in the Fehruary-March I96O surface-
temperature and salinity analysis (Figures VI-9 through VI-I6), It
is not truly clear whether this geographic stratification within
the Persian Gulf is indicative of a seasonal change, a long-term
(decade) change, or a "bias occuring in sampling the area.

This review of the existing information for the Persian Gulf,
I helieve, emphasizes the need to develop adequate data sampling
patterns. This and several other gulfs and lakes of the world of-
fer excellent model areas in which to conduct full-scale studies
in a "natural environmental laboratory."

Certainly, a better understanding of some of the air- sea rela-
tionships can be obtained by instrumenting such bodies of water for
special studies; perhaps, initially, some more definitive values
for energy transfer between air and sea can be derived by using
"model-scale bodies of water" located at different latitudes. Other
mlcrostructure studies might be conducted simultaneously as well.
Following are some comparative areal figures for gulfs and lalaes

that might serve as models:

WATER BODY AREA*

(approximate)

Persian Gulf 92,200 sq. miles
Great Lakes (total). ...... 94,700 sq, miles
Gulf of St. Lawrence 91,800 sq. miles
Gulf of California 62,600 sq. miles
Baltic Sea 163,000 sq. miles
Hudson Bay 475, 80O sq. miles
Lake Superior. ......... 31,800 sq, miles

*Source : The World Almanac and Book of Facts,
New York World-Telegram and The Sun,

The present day availability of improved oceanographic instru-
mentation and numbers of buoys, towers, and other platforms makes
a rigorous study of energy exchange for "model areas" entirely
feasible. Considering that many nations (and activities within
each) have an active interest in oceanographic (marine) studies,
perhaps a joint cooperative-comparative investigation could be
undertaken, with each conducting work in the closest adjacent areaj

thus costs would be kept reasonable.
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Figure I- 6. Station Locations— Northern Part Persion Gulf, Dec. 1 949-Apr. 1950,

Nov. 1951, Feb. 1952, and Apr. 1952
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Figure I- 7. Station Locations— Northern Part Persian Gulf, Feb.-Mar. 1960
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PERSIAN GULF

FLUCTUATION OF MEAN MONTHLY TEMPERATURES

II



The following excerpts (translated from German) are taken from
Reference 6, Section III. Ozeanographie, pages 7-9.

"l. Water Temperature . Up to now, only observations of sur-

face water temperature can "be evaluated. If we start with winter
(February) ... we can immediately notice in numerous places tlae

contrast "between the Persian side and the Arabian side of the Gulf.

This contrast is the hasis of the essential characteristics of al-
most all natural conditions in the Gulf. Along the Persian coast,

the water in winter at the same latitude is definitely warmer than
along the Arabian coast. The same is also evident, to a varying
extent, for temperatures during the spring and fall months. Only
in mid-summer are all coastal zones heated more, up to 32°C. and
even 33° C., than the central northern part where observations
show 30° C. and less. The distribution of the February isotherms
shows clearly that warm ocean water of over 20° C. penetrates the
Strait of Hormuz and flows to the right (north) toward the Persian
coast, while on the other side, cool water of less than 15° C. from
Shatt al Arab bypasses the Bay of Kuwait and flows south along the
Arabian coast. Thus it happens that at this time off Bahrein the
temperature is approximately 17° C., whereas in the vicinity of

Lingeh, at the same geographic latitude, it is 21° C. to 21. 5° C.

Due to these conditions, the spreading of corals and pearls, which
is restricted according to different sources mainly by the northern
border of Cape Abu Ali, most likely depends upon the following:
The cooler and simultaneously less saline water of the northern
part of the Arabian side of the Gulf, which is also apparently
mixed with detrital materials of the Shatt, is unfavorable to
these organisms

.

"Compared with the Persian Gulf, the water of the Gulf of

Oman, as a part of the open ocean, seems to be relatively warm
during all months except for summer and part of fall. In August
when the Southwest Monsoon of the Arabian Sea provides strong
direct cooling and simultaneously also an indirect supply of cold
water from the lower part of the south Arabian coast up to Ras al
Hadd, the Gulf of Oman is considerably cooler than the closed-up,
shallow, and intensively heated water of the Persian Gulf.

"The mean water temperature fluctuations, which were determined
from the February-August differences , . . bring out the afore-
mentioned difference between the two gulfs. A yearly fluctuation
of 15° C. to 17° C. and more in the northwest corner off Kuwait and
Bushire stands in contrast to a fluctuation of 8°C. at Masqat and
only 2°C. to 3°C. at Ras al Hadd to the southeast. The modifying
effect of the ocean water can still be recognized westward of the
Strait of Homiuz by other factors, especially the configuration of
the 10° C. amplitude isoline.
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"Although in Tahle 2^ showing the data for 1° longitudinal
sections running from north to south, the differences between the
Arabian side and Persian side are eliminated, one can observe the
following facts about the yearly course: Accordingly, in both
gulfs the lowest temperatures occur in February, while in the
Persian Gulf and in the Strait of Hormuz, the highest occur in
August. This warming is thus In agreement with the general warm-
ing applicable to greater water surfaces. A different situation
presents itself in the Gulf of Oman where in the northwestern
part (the section between 57° to 58° E.) the maximum of 31.0° C.

is reached in July, while in other sections located farther to
the east maximums of 29 ,8° C, and 28.7° C ^.re attained in June;
the most easterly section has, in addition, a secondary maximum
of 28.1°C. in October, while the secondary minimum (27.6° C.)
occurs in September. This is analogous to the typical Indian
Ocean conditions: May and June are the warmest months in the
western Indian Ocean, constituting a transitional period between
the two monsoons. Then, with the rainy stormy Southwest Monsoon
comes a cooling over the northern Arabian sea. The effect of this
cooling period ends only in October when this wind diminishes. Air
temperatures follow similar patterns,

"Noteworthy are the combined absolute extremes of water tem-
perature shown at the bottom of Table 2 . The maximums definitely
exceed 31° C., are up to 33° C. in the Gulf of Oman, up to 3^°C. in
the Strait of Hormuz, and even up to 36.0° C. in the Persian Gulf,
This unusually high water temperature has been observed halfway
between Lingeh and Bahrein about 25 sea miles off the Persian
coast in mid-August at k p.m. I The absolute minimum observed up
to now in mid-January not far from the mouth of the Schatt was
12.3°C.

"2. Salinity ( Table l ) . In two earlier reports prepared by
Schott (Reference 5 ) and Schulz (Reference 7 )^ i"b was shown on the
basis of recent salinity observations that in the Persian Gulf the
surface water along the northern half of the Persian coast reaches
and exceeds k-O/L salinity and that there is a noticeable fluctua-

tion of salinity during the year, so that a minimimi occurs in early
summer and a maximum in late fall and winter. Inasmuch as the col-

lection of surface water samples is now more abundant, one can see

the actual conditions more clearly. Throughout the entire year,

there is an area in the Persian Gulf where the salinity exceeds

hoXc reaching its greatest expansion in winter between the islands

west of Lingeh and almost touching the Qatar Peninsula, and -ftp to

the northeast corner of the Gulf north of Bushire where salinities
up to UO.5^ have been observed. This area shrinks during spring

and early summer to such an extent that in May and June the kO .oXo

isohaline encloses only a narrow strip off Bushire in the direction
of the Shatt, approximately where the UO.5^ isohaline lies in
February, The late-summer and fall months seem to be in agreement
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with the yearly average. The UO.O^ isohaline then extends approx-
imately from Cape Naband northward to the delta of the Shatt.

"Such a high salinity concentration in the Persian Gulf depends,

like in the Red Sea, upon the very high air temperatures and great

evaporation of water and upon the extremely small supply of fresh

water runoff. Considering this last point, one might naturally as-

sume that the highest salinity could he expected along the Arabian

coast in the deep hays of the Pirate Coast where no rivers reach

the sea, while along the Persian coast there are a few small rivers

that flow into the Gulf and besides, the Persian side . . . receives

quite an amount of rain, at least more than the Arabian side does.

However, these two factors are not decisive. Decisive is the flow

received frcm the sole large stream system, the Euphrates and Tigris,

whose quantities of fresh water due to the influence of the earth's
rotation ( Coriolos Force. Ed. ), flow exclusively southward along
the Arabian coast (are deflected to the right. Ed. ), as might al-
ready have been guessed from the isotherms of the surface waters , .

The rxmoff from the Shatt al Arab affects the constantly present
strong pressure of the isohalines toward the east from the mouth,
where the salinity is about kO%c, while 35%, and even 30 %o appear
halfway between Fao and Kuwait Bay. The isohalines here, like the

isotherms, run from north to south instead of from west to east.

"With these facts in mind the yearly fluctuations, especially
the freshening of the Gulf water in spring and early summer (May-

June), can be explained. In contrast to the Kile, which has its

high flood in October. and its low-water stand in April-May, the

Euphrates and Tigris taken together show their greatest runoff in

April at Hit and Baghdad resulting from the melting of snow in the

Armenian mountains. Both combined carry approximately 5^700 cubic

meters of water per second. In August flow has decreased, and in

October the combined flow of both streams returns to a minimum of

700 cubic meters. If we consider that the stream flow takes sev-

eral weeks after passing Baghdad until it reaches the Gulf, the

minimum salinity of the months May-June seems to fit pretty well
into the picture. Without the Euphrates and Tigris runoff, we

could analogously expect the salinity in the Persian Gulf area

not affected by the Indian Ocean, that is, approximately west

from Lingeh, to be the same as in the northern Red Sea (39^5Xo).

However in August-September, that is, during the period between
extremes, the 39.5^ isohaline runs exactly in the middle or along
the longitudinal axis of the Gulf from KW to SE, and the area in

which there is a noticeable general decrease of salinity, due to
the dispersion of the Shatt water, can be estimated to occupy a

little less than half of the Persian Gulf, that is, about 100,000

square kilometers.

"It should be kept in mind that in this area, which borders

and is influenced by the Arabian Sea, salinities can be considered
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high, at values of 3QX0, when compared with oceanic conditions.
Even the Gulf of Oman only occasionally in its northwestern part
gets over 3TX=, and at Ras al Hadd the average observed value
should he at most 36. 5^= and possihly even less, since along the
southern coast of Arabia there is a heterogeneous cold and low-
saline water which usually comes from the depth up to the surface
(Reference 7) . . . ,

"

The following excerpts (translated from German) are taken from
Reference J, pages i^-00-401.

"For the Persian Gulf, reliahle surface salinity data were
ohtalned for the first time in I907 when, during the months of

February and May-June, officers of the Hamhurg-American Line col-

lected water samples for titrimetric determination of salinity

(Reference 3 ) » These observations "become useful (for analysis)
when complemented by the observations taken in the years 19IO and
1911 because out of the total of 25 water samples, only three
were taken in May and three in October; the remaining samples
were all taken in September (presumably 19IO-II. Ed, ). The Sep-
tember observations are regularly scattered throughout the area,

so that one can obtain an insight to the salinity distribution
during this month.

"Just as in February and May-June, the salinity in September
increases from east to west, and by following the 39.5Xo isohaline
which runs approximately from Ras Rekkan (the most northern point
of the Qatar Peninsula) up to Kangan, Persia (now Iran. Ed. ), the
Persian Gulf may be divided into a less saline eastern and a more
saline western half. Toward the east, the salinity decreases in
the Strait of Hormuz down to between 38.22^ and 3T.43^o . West of

the 39 •5^ isohaline, however, the salinity increases off Bushire
to UO.90^. Two additional olDservations of over ^oX" indicate
that the Persian coast, from approximately 52° E. up to Shatt al

Arab, is bordered by a lens of water of over kO/L salinity. This

appears to be true also in February and May-June, and salinities

may be over kO^ throughcmt the year in the northeastern part of

the Gulf.

"The observed differences in salinities for September and for
February and May-June are considerable. The generally valid assump-

tion that salinity in September is higher than in June, but lower
than in February is evident; thus, September can be considered as

a transitional period between the months of salinity extremes. This

can be seen from the following observations taken at approximately
the same locations in February and June I9OT and in September

1911 . . . ."
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The following excerpts are taken from Reference 1^ Section on The
Physical Conditions of the Iranian Gulf, pages 11-12.

"Of the physical conditions of the Iranian Gulf the following
statements may te given here. In spite of the large quantities of

fresh water that are carried into the Gulf through Shatt al Arab
"by the rivers Euphrat, Tigris and Karun the salinity Is very high,
averaging about J+O-UlX". This is undoubtedly due to the very rapid
evaporation from the surface of the sea, particularly in summer,

for during the hot season the temperature of both air and water is

very high. At the Bahrein Islands, for instance, the sea water lias

been found to have a temperature of 36.5 °C. (A. Mohr). In winter,
however, the temperature is much lower, the average mostly being
15-l8°C. in the open sea. The . , , temperatures and salinities
measured during the cruise ( appear in Appendix A. Ed. ) ...
salinities being determined by means of the areometer ...

"In other words the highest salinity, h2.6Xo, -was measured at

tbe Bahrein Islands, the lowest one, 37.2-37.3X (Stations kj, 5I

and 58), in the Strait of Hormuz, Generally speaking the salinity
of the Gulf seems to decrease in an easterly direction: between
tbe Strait of Hormuz and Bushlre it was about 38%=, at Bushire about
1+0 Xo, and at the Island of Kharg about l+lX^ . Even in the estuary at

Bender Shahpur (St. 79) It was found to be Ul.2%„

.

"The lowest temperature of the sea water, lU.9°C., was observed

in the locality last mentioned during a windy and rainy period in

the month of February. In March the temperature of the surface rises

to 18-22°, in April to 23-2l+°C."

Figure III-l shows surface temperatures for February, March and

April compiled from Blegvad and Schott by K. 0. Emery.
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The following excerpts are taken from Reference 3, Sections on
Temperature and Salinity, pages 2358-2363.

"TEMFERATUEE

"Studies of water temperature in this region are of special
interest "because summer air temperatures are as great at 123" F. . , ,

During the 2 weeks spent in the Gulf of Cman and the Persian Gulf,
625 "bathythermograph lowerings were made, iDut the records for 185
were lost in shipping. Most of the lowerings were accompanied "by a
thermometer measurement of the surface water collected in a "bucket

or in a cup attached to the thermometer. Strong surface heating in
the afternoon produced a marked temperature gradient near the water
surface. Below the zone of surface heating the water was usually
isothermal to depths of 20 to 75 feet. In order to avoid the effects
of diurnal temperature variations the surface temperature was taken
from the "bathythermograms at an indicated depth of 10 feet.

"The resulting ' surface ' temperature values were plotted and
isotherms drawn as shown "by Figure IV-1 . During this August study
there was noted a general increase in temperature from a"bout 75° F.

in the Ara"bian Sea to more than 92° along "both sides of the Persian
Gulf. In the Strait of Hormuz the surface temperatures were mostly
"between 89° and 90°^ with the lower values extending as a tongue
through the middle of the strait into the Persian Gulf. A similar
tongue of 89°-90° water extended from the delta southeastward into
the other end of the Gulf. This tongue was reflected and continued
in the 90° -92" temperature "belt which extended from the head of the

Gulf to a point two-thirds of the distance to the Strait of Hormuz.
Along both sides of the Gulf the nearshore water temperature reached
nearly 9k° . In fact, several thermometer measurements of surface-
water temperatures in the early afternoon yielded values of 95-2°,

indicating gradients of ahout 2° in 5-10 feet. The whole picture
of the distri"bution of surface temperatures in August, 19^8, is

different from that presented "by Schott (191812) for the summer
months, "but it is "based on considerably more data than were avail-
able to Schott

.

"Some idea of the distribution of surface temperatures in win-
ter is given in Figure III-l, a compilation of measurements by
Schott (1908) and Blegvad (19^'^) . Although details can not be de-

termined from so few data, it is obvious that the temperatures of

winter are far different from those of summer, with values of only
60° at the head of the Gulf, increasing to about the same 75° iii

the Arabian Sea that we found in August. Thus, the water at the
head of the Gulf undergoes an annual change of at least 30°'
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"Temperat-ures at a depth of l6h feet (50 meters) were "based

only on "bathythermograms . These data are less numerous than for
surface temperatures "because much of the area of the Gulf is
shallower than l6k feet and also "because many of the lowerings made
in the rest of the area were too shallow. Temperatures at l6h feet
were less than T0° in the Ara"bian Sea, Increasing to more than 80°

In the Strait of Hormuz. "Values again decreased from the strait to
as low as 67.2° within the Persian Gulf. The latter temperatures
are lower than those of water found at any depth in the strait, so
they pro"ba"bly mark the position of patches of "bottom water remaining
after the previous winter.

"SALINITY

"During the two-week stay in the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of
Oman, samples of the surface water were collected at 122 stations
for salinity determinations . At eighteen of these stations vertical
series of water samples were also o"btalned, usually from depths of

66, l6h, and 328 feet (20, 50, and 100 meters) . All of the water
samples were titrated for chloride content, from which total salinity
was computed.

"Results of the salinity measurements are shown in Figure IV-

2

.

Some of the irregularity of the isohalines results from the use of

water samples collected a few days apart "by different ships. Surface
salinity increased from ahout 36.5^ ... in the middle of the Gulf
of Oman to values higher than U2.0X0 in the Persian Gulf. The main
surface salinity gradient was transverse to the Persian Gulf, with
salinities of less than 38 -OX" common on the northeastern side, in-

creasing to more than 4l.O^ on the southwestern side. The greatest
salinities of all, k2.h/L, occured in Kuwait and Bahrein "bays, where
water circulation is impeded. It is interesting to note that the
salinity off the delta at the head of the Gulf was ahout 38.0^,
greater than the salinity along most of the northeastern side of the
Gulf. Thus, It appears that the discharge of fresh river water was
small during this period.

"The vertical series of salinity determinations show that with-
in the Persian Gulf, salinity consistently increased with depth.
The value at l6k feet was ahout ^0.0^= along the northeastern side

and a"bout ^1.0|o along the axis of the Gulf. In the Gulf of Oman

salinity remained more nearly constant with depth, and in one series

even decreased with depth. The lowest salinity obtained in the re-

gion was 35.5^ at a depth of 672 feet (200 meters) in the Gulf of

Oman.

"Only three earlier sets of salinity measurements from the

Persian Gulf could "be found. Two sets were taken "by German steam-

ships. One of these, covering the period Fe"b3ruary, May, and June,
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1907> vas discussed Ijy Schott (1908), while the other set, obtained
in September of both I9IO and I9II, "was described by Schulz ( 191^1 ) .

The third set was taken by Blegvad (19UU) in March and April, 1937,
and February, March, and April, 1938 • Although the data are less
complete than our records for August, they yield interesting compar-
isons. The sketchy information for the Gulf of Oman and most of the
Strait of Hormuz shovs that the salinity is fairly constant from
February through September. In the Persian Gulf during all four sea-
sons the salinity increases from northeast to southwest across the
Gulf, although on the basis of scantier information Schott (l9l8b)
indicated an increase in the opposite direction for late winter and
early fall. No very great seasonal variation appears to exist in
the southeastern half of the Gulf, but the condition is different
in the northwestern half. A comparison of the four sets of isohalines
shows that over much of the latter area the salinity for the February-
March-April period was between koXo and 4lXo , whereas for the May-
June period it was between 39Xo and 40^ , and for August it was mostly
between 3^%" and 39^° > hut for September it rose again to 39^ "to

kO%o . Thus, it appears that the salinity during winter is greater
than in summer. Schott (1908) considered this condition to result
from variation in flow of fresh water through the Shatt al Arab. He

stated that the flow is least from September to November and that in
December local rainfall causes an increase, and the discharge con-

tinues rather high through January, February, and March. In April
the melting snow of the Armenian mountains causes another increase
that finally reaches a high point in May and June . In July the river

discharge falls again. The high salinity in the northwestern half
of the Gulf may also be controlled by variation in the rate of evap-

oration. When the temperature of the air is greater than that of

the water, as during the summer, evaporation from the sea is at a

minimum. During the winter the air is colder than the sea, so evap-

oration is greater then .... Thus, the annual variation of evap-

oration exerts a seasonal control on surface salinity that is nearly
parallel with the control by variation of runoff."

Sections of temperature and salinity for the Persian Gulf for
August prepared by K. 0. Emery are shown in Figure 17-3.
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The folloving excerpts are taken from Reference 2, Sections II.

Temperature and III. Salinity, pages 2-5.

"II. Temperature

"Figure I-

5

shows the locations of oceanographic stations and
diurnal warming observations made in and near Kuwait Hartor. Fig-

ures V-1 and V-2 ) respectively, present typical midwinter surface
and "bottom temperatures in Kuwait Hartor, and Tatle 5 gives the
ohserved data upon which these figures are based. The usual Nansen
hottles and reversing thermometers were used for making the oceano-
graphic stations.

"In winter, water temperature in Kuwait Harhor and vicinity
varies little either horizontally or vertically. The surface tem-
perature ranges from a low of ahout 56° F. in the southern and western
portions of the hay to nearly 60°F. just off Jazirat Faylakah. The
difference "between the surface and "bottom is of the same order of
magnitude; a maximum vertical temperature gradient of 3°F- was re-
corded at the mouth of the harhor in a depth of 26 feet.

"This is quite in contrast to the s-ummer conditions reported
by Dr. K. 0. Emery for August 19^8. Observations taken by him
show surface temperatures in excess of 90° F, and bottom temperatures
of about 85 F. These temperatures result in a gradient of 5° "fco

7°F. in approximately 45 or 50 feet of water. The gradient increases
markedly farther east of Fahlhll where bottom temperatures reach
75° "bo TT°F. in a depth of about 75 feet. Development of this ex-
tremely warm surface layer probably begins in April or May when the
mean maximum air temperature begins to show an appreciable increase.
Also the general decrease in cloudiness with the advent of spring
provides for increased solar heating (insolation) of surface waters.
A reduction in frequency of frontal passages with their typical
gusty "shamal" type winds is another factor contributing to the
development of a strong gradient between the surface and bottom
water through the spring and early summer months. Without these
squally "shamal" type winds, mixing is reduced to a minim-urn. In
autumn, beginning in October, the processes are reversed,

"Even in winter, solar insolation frequently raises midafter-
noon air temperatures to the seventies; thus it is reasonable to
expect some diurnal fluctuations in the water temperature near the
surface. The two time-depth sections taken in Kuwait Harbor in
January and February and one section taken off Fahihil in March
illustrate well midwinter diurnal warming of the surface waters

(Figs. V-5, "V-6, and V-7, respectively) . These sections are based
on BT observations taken at approximately half-hourly intervals
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while drifting along the tracks shown in the insets on Figure 1-^ .

No drift chart is availahle for the February ohservatlons, hut the
drifting hoat started from approximately the same position as that
for the January ohservations......

"Diurnal temperature ranges of 1.3° and 3-l°F. -were recorded
at the surface for the two Kuwait Harhor series of ohservations;
off Fahihil the range was 2.2°F. The February series is particu-
larly interesting in that it shows an appreciable diurnal range
and the mixing effect of a strong wind in midafternoon. In this
series the highest surface temperature was observed at 13OO LST
(about the time of maximum air temperature and maximum solar in-
solation) . Soon after I3OO a "shamal" type wind began; wind speeds
increased to Beaufort force k by l400 and remained so to the end of
the observation period. Within two hours after the maximum temper-
ature was observed^ mixing had reduced the surface temperature by
3°F.^ and by 160O (3 hours after the beginning of the "shamal")
the entire water column was nearly Isothermal.

"it is possible then that diurnal heating could account entirely
for the total range of temperatures shown on the surface temperature
charts Figure V-l ; the oceanographlc station observations were taken
in the same week as the BT observations for the second time-depth
section. (This is the reason that local time also is given for the
oceanographlc stations shown in Figure I-^ .

)

"A comparison of the three diurnal warming sections illustrates
well the monthly increase in water temperature, particularly that
in the surface layer. It appears that as a general rule the maxi-
mum air temperature and maximum surface water temperature are within
a few degrees of each other except, of course, when Increased wind
speeds prevent formation of or destroy the warmer surface layer by
mixing

.

"Ill, Salinity

"Salinity observations were taken on 23-24 February 1949 only,
when the series of oceanographlc stations (Figure I-

5

) was occupied.
Water samples were collected at the surface and near- the bottom,
and only at the surface where depths were less than 2 meters. Of
the 32 samples taken, eight were missing or the sample bottles
broken in transit before reaching the laboratory. Three of these,
the surface samples for Stations 2, i|-, and lU, would have been
helpful in adding detail to the analysis in certain areas.

"Surface and bottom salinity charts, presented as Figures V-3
and V-4 ,- respectively, are based on these data. Over the harbor
area the total salinity range at the surface is about 3.5^0 (parts
per thousand); maximum salinities are observed in the shoal waters
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near the head of the emhayment. The freshest water, which inciden-

tally exceeds the average salinity of water in the open ocean hy
more than 2^t, , was observed in the very shallow water immediately
west of Jazirat Faylakah. Apparently brackish drainage water from
Khawr as Sabiniyan and/or Shatt al Arab reaches the area here and
reduces the gulf surface salinity from its normal value of about
h^fao to about 38X- Even though rainfall is meager in this area
(ij- to 11 inches annually), most of the precipitation can be expected
during the months of January and February. It is reasonable then
to expect salinities in the extreme eastern portion of Kuwait Harbor
(in the vicinity of Jazirat Faylakah) to be reduced slightly below
the indicated surface values which were observed during a period of
no rainfall. Salinities of 39X or less extending into Kuwait Harbor
would be most tmusual, because the tides produce strong currents
between Ras al Ardh and Jazirat Faylakah that effectively mix the
surface waters every few hours

.

"As would be expected salinity values at depth are nearly the
same or slightly higher than the surface values. Even the greatest
difference between the surface and bottom is hardly significant; at

the harbor entrance (Station 12) a gradient of only .\%a is observed
through a 12-foot depth."
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Figure VI- 1. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature {°C)-

surface, Feb. 1 952, Mar. 1 950
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Figure VI- 2. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperture (°C)—

10 meters, Feb. 1952, Mar. 1950
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Figure VI- 3. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature (°C)-

20 meters, Feb. 1 952, Mar. 1 950
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Figure VI- 4. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature (°C)-

30 meters, Feb. 1 952
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Figure VI- 5. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity (°/^ _^)—surface,

Feb. 1952, Mar. 1950
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Figure VI- 6. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity (°/o o)-

10 meters, Feb. 1952, Mar. 1950
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Figure VI- 7. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity (°/o

20 meters, Feb. 1952, Mar. 1950
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Figure VI- 8. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity (%
30 meters, Feb. 1 952
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Figure VI- 9. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature (°C)-

surface, Feb.-Mar. 1960
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Figure VI-10. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature (°C)—

10 meters, Feb.-Mor. 1960
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Figure VI-11. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature (°C)-

20 meters, Feb.-Mar. 1 960
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Figure VI-12. Northern Port, Persian Gulf—Temperature (°C)—

30 meters, Feb.-Mar. 1 960
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Figure VI-13. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity (°/c

surface, Feb.-Mar. 1 960
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Figure VI-15. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity (° /

^

20 meters, Feb.-Mar. 1 960
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Figure VI-16. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity (°/oo)-

30 meters, Feb.-Mar. 1 960
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Figure VI-17. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature {°C)-

surface, Apr. 1 952
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y\/\
Figure VI-18. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature (°C)-

10 meters, Apr. 1952
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Figure VM 9. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature {°C)-

20 meters, Apr. 1952
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Figure VI-20. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature {°C)-

30 meters, Apr. 1 952
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Figure VI-21. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity (V =

surface, Apr. 1 952
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Figure VI-22. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Salinity (°/c

10 meters, Apr. 1952
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Figure VI-23. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Salinity (Vc
20 meters, Apr. 1952
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Figure VI-24. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity {°/o

30 meters, Apr. 1 952
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TEMPERATURE CC)

SURFACE

Figure VI-25. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature (°C)-

surface, Nov. 1 951
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Figure VI-26. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature (°C)-

10 meters, Nov. 1951
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Figure VI-27. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature (°C)-

20 meters, Nov. 1951
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Figure VI-28. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Temperature (°C)-

30 meters, Nov. 1951
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Figure VI-29. Northern Part, Persian Gulf—Salinity (Vo
surface, Nov. 1 951
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Figure VI-30. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity (°/oo)—

10 meters, Nov. 1951
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Figure VI-31. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity (°/c

20 meters, Nov. 1951
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Figure VI-32. Northern Part, Persian Gulf— Salinity (°/ =

30 meters, Nov. 1951
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APPENDIX A
HISTORICAL DATA (PRE-1950)
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INDEX OF HISTORICAL DATA (PRE-1950)

Table 1:

Table 2:

Table 3:

Table 4:

Surface Water Observations (Temperature and Salinity) Persian Golf (ASSYRIA and

CANADIA), 1907, Schott.

Surface Water Temperature ("C) Observations, 1908, Schott.

Surface Water Observations (Temperature and Salinity) of the Persian Gulf (SICILIA

and EKBATANA), 1910-1 1, Schulz.

Observations of the Persian Gulf (M/S RASHGOO), 1937-38, Blegvad.

NODC Machine Listing:

31S04 — U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office,

Washington, D. C. Manuscript Data.

For Stations in the Persian Gulf. 15-26

Aug. 1948 22 Stations

CARPELLOTTI

MASSEY

Table 5: Oceanographic Stations—Kuwait Harbor (USS JOHN BUSH), 1949, Dubach and Wehe.
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SURFACE WATER OBSERVATIONS OF THE PERSIAN GULF



SURFACE WATER TEMPERATURE

\^ LOCATION



SURFACE WATER OBSERVATIONS OF THE PERSIAN GULF

DATE



OBSERVATIONS OF THE PERSIAN GULF

SHIP; M/S RASHGOO

DATE
STATION

NUMBER

DEPTH

(meters;

WATER TEMP.

°C

SALINITY

V' o o

4 MARCH 1937

22



REFERENCE



OBSERVATIONS

25510N 052O1OE 52 08 16 240 1948

SPECIFIC VOLUME TOTAl—P NO

STD 0000
0B5 0000
OBS 0006

3400 3994 2402
340 3994 2402

4021

REFERENCE



KEFEIENCe



REFERENCE



REFERENCE



HEFEIiENCE



EEFERENCE



lEFERENCE



OCEANOGRAPHIC STATIONS - Kuwait Harbor

Date: 2 3-24 February 1949

Ship: U.S.S. JOHN BLISH

Station
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APPENDIX B

RECENT OBSERVATIONS (POST-1950)
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INDEX OF RECENT OBSERVATIONS (POST- 1950)

NODC Machine Listing:

31382 — U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office, MAURY
Washington, D. C. STALLION
Manuscript Data. ALLEGHENY
4 Dec.-20 April 1950

74 Stations

Table 6: Surface and Subsurface Salinity Observations (USS STALLION and MAURY), 1951,

U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office, Washington, D. C. Manuscript Data.

NODC Machine Listings:

31S05 — U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office, MAURY
Washington, D. C. Mqnuscript Data. & others

9, 12, 15, 17, 23 Feb. 1951. 5 Stations

31496 — U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office, ALLEGHENY
Washington, D. C. Manuscript Data.

Cruise A, B, C, 24-25 Nov. 1951,

20-21 Feb. 1952, 9-10 April, 1952.

51 Stations

31658 — U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office, REQUISITE

Washington, D. C. Manuscript Data.

16 Feb.—5 Mar. 1960, 55 Stations

31865 - U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office, REQUISITE

Washington, D. C. Manuscript Data.

For Stations in the Persian Gulf

and Arabian Sea. 4 Jan.—31 Mar. 1961

206 Stations
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SURFACE OBSERVATIONS

26 3^'N

LONGITUDE

SONIC
DEPTH

UNCORRECTED

MAX.
SAMPLE
DEPTH

48' E

AIR TEMPERATURE

STD

OBS
OBS

0000
0000
OOIU
0010
0020
0020
0030
0030
0040
0050
0050

SUBSURFACE OBSERVATIONS

T "c

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

99
99
02
02
04
04
13
13
14
20
20

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

000

024

047

070

115

COL. TRANS.
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